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Method Description of Quality control 

Part1：Chip parse and annotation 

Step1: The method for computing an expression measure  

The RMA (Robust Multi-chip Average) method for computing an expression 

measure have three steps：background-corrected, normalization and summary. 

(1) background-corrected 

We compute background-corrected perfect match intensities for each perfect 

match cell on every GeneChip. We model is the observed intensity as the sum of a 

signal and a background component. In particular, our model is that we observe  

S X Y   , where X  is signal and Y  is background. Assume that X  is 

distributed  exp  , Y  is distributed  2,N   , with X and Y independent. 

Furthermore, assume that 0Y   to avoid producing negative values. Thus, Y is 

normally distributed with truncation at 0. Under this model the background 

corrected probe intensities will be given by  |E X S s .  

A formula for this quantity is derived below： 
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Whereas above 2a s      and   is the density function of the standard 

Gaussian (for which    x x   ).   is the cumulative distribution function of the 

standard Gaussian (for which    1x x    ).An ad-hoc approach is used to 

estimate the parameters.  
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Where ���, ��� are respectively the original intensities of pm probe and mm 

probe, ����(�) denote mode of �, � is Euclidean distance, ℎ��ℎ_�� is the pm 

probe that the intensity higher than the mode of pm probe intensities，���_�� is mm 

probe that the intensity lower than the mode of mm probe intensities. More detail in 

literature [1] (p17-p21). 

(2) Normalization 

Definition background-corrected perfect match intensities areY = �y����×�
, where 

n is the number of chip，k is the number of pm probe in every chip. Take the logarithm 

for every element, we obtain Y� = �y′����×�
= �log��y����

�×�
，next sort each column 

of Y′ to give the order index matrix Y���� = �s����×�
, next get normalization data 

Y���������� = �y′′����×�
 by quantile normalization algorithm, that is �′′�� =

�

�
∑ ���∗

�
∗��  where ��  satisfys�� = s��∗,∗= 1,2, … , � . In the quantile normalization 

method, the value that have same order are averaged, and the individual values are 

replaced by the average.  

(3) Summary 

Following quantile normalization, an additive linear model is fit to the 

normalization data to obtain an expression measure for each probe on each Chip. 

The linear model for a particular probe set can be written as  

log�����
(�)

� = μ(�) + θ�
(�)

+ α�
(�)

+ ε��
(�)

 

Where ��� denotes the normalized probe value corresponding to the thi GeneChip  

and thj  probe set, 
 n denotes the log-scale expression for the thn  probe set.  n

j
  is 

a GeneChip effect,  n
i

  is a probe effect and  n
ij
  denotes a random error term. 

Constraints is median�θ�� = median�α�� = 0，median��ε��� = median��ε��� = 0， 

The log2 expression values are given by β��
(�)

= μ�(�) + θ��
(�)

. The β��
(�)

can be obtained 

by Median Polish Algorithm, More detail in literature [1] (p69) 
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[1] Bolstad B M. Low-level analysis of high-density oligonucleotide array data: 

background, normalization and summarization [D]. University of California, Berkeley, 

2004. 

 

Part2：Biological information annotation 

Probe set annotation mainly reference the new version annotation files 

(*.transcript.csv) that can be download on affymetrix official website 

(http://www.affymetrix.com/support/technical/annotationfilesmain.affx) The CSV 

files contain both design-time data, such as the genomic location. A given mRNA may 

contain multiple annotations of a given type (e.g., alternative gene names, GO 

biological process IDs, Pfam domains, etc.).  

Part of annotation result is descripted in detail below: 

All annotation information of every probe set is concluded in parse full files 

generated from GCBI, every annotation may have different type, each annotation may 

contain more than one type of data (e.g., each associated gene contains gene symbol, 

cytogenetic location, description, Entrez Gene ID). 

Within each column value, two types of field delimiters may appear:” /// 

“separates annotations for different mRNAs.” // " - separates different data type 

sub-fields for a single mRNA annotation 

Here's an example to illustrate:  

Hugene2.0 chip’s probe set ID：3917874 has been assigned to several public mRNAs. 

Two of these are described in the mrna_assignment column of the probe set CSV file 

as follows: 
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                 Probe set mrna_assignment column value 

   _______________________________|_____________________________ 

   |                                                           | 

  "NM_000454 // chr21 // 100 /// ENST00000270142 // chr21 // 100" 

   |_______|    |___|    |_|     |_____________|    |___|    |_| 

       |         |       |            |            |       | 

   accession    chrm   score       accession      chrm   score 

   |_______________________|   |____________________________| 

                |                            | 

        assigned mRNA #1              assigned mRNA #2 

The detailed description of the part of field in below. Note the parsing and 

annotation of different type chip have a little difference. 

probeset_id: Unique identifier for the probe set. The _st or _at extension signifies 

the probe set detects sense target or antisense target. A _s suffix signifies a probe set 

that shares all same probes with a probe set for another sequence. A _x suffix signifies 

a probe set that shares some probes with a probe set for another sequence, or the 

probe set has some cross-hybridization with another sequence. 

Seqname; strand (+|-); start (integer); stop (integer): the genomic location of the 

transcript cluster in the version of the genome assembly used at annotation time.  

probe_count（integer）: Total number of probes in this probe set. 

geneassignment: Gene name(s) for each assigned mRNA for mRNAs that 

corresponds to known genes. 

mrnaassignment：Public mRNAs that should be detected by this probe set based 

on sequence alignment determined. 

Total probes：Total number of probes contained by this transcript cluster. 

SwissProt：SwissProt information for each assigned mRNA that can be mapped to 

one or more SwissProt records. 

Pathway：GenMAPP pathway information for assigned mRNAs that can been 

annotated with GenMAPP data. 
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proteindomains: Pfam protein domain information for mRNAs that can be 

annotated by these data sources. 

Special note: the re-annotation of Biotype, Accession Number and Gene symbol 

of probeset detection gene can reference the description in appendix. The information 

of Gene Symbol，Accession Number，Gene Description，Database Source, Biotype，

Annotation Method in parsing file is also obtained by the process in appendix. 

Part2：quality control 

   We description the algorithm based on the type field in “output table of tools”:  

 median_nuse_qc： 

For single designed scheme for analysis, we use the NUSE (Normalized Unscaled 

Standard Errors) values of each chip to evaluate the feasibility of this design and the 

reliability of these analysis results. Indeed, enlightened by the way used to filter poor 

samples in references [3, 4], GCBI Laboratory guarantee that the reliability of the 

result would be credible and improved by control the range of NUSE values. And the 

unified standard criterion for every samples as follows: 

(1 − 0.2) < median{���� }< (1 + 0.2). 

Moreover, we use the same model to calculate the NUSE values. That is to say that 

we use the following model: 

log������ = ��� + ��� + ����， 

Where 
ijk
Y  is the background corrected, normalized probe intensity for probe set 

i, chip j, probe k; Assuming that the above models were fitted robustly by iteratively 

reweighted least squares (IRLS). Then we get the expression estimate ���� and 

standard errors ���������� for every sample and every probeset (PSR more 

precisely). Now, the NUSE values of every probeset for each sample would be 

calculate as follows: 

���� (������) =
��(������)

������ �{��(������)}
， 
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Where ����� is the i probeset，��(������) is the standard error of the probeset. At 

last, we display above results in a box plot. 

 

 median_rle_qc： 

GCBI laboratory select chips by the method in the literatures [3, 4], It is 

reasonable to guarantee the quality of the result in the experimental scheme by the 

control of NUSE. The unified criterion of every chip is − 0.25 <

median{���� }< 0.25.On the basis of the estimation ���� of expression level of 

every chip and every probe set in the description of median_nuse_qc, we further 

assess the change rule of every probe set in the experiment by computation of 

RLE（Relative Log Expression）. The computational formula is   

���(������) = ���� − �������(����) 

Where ����� denote ith  probe set, ���� denote the estimation of expression level 

(after logarithm transformation) of probe set i  under the RMA model. 

 

 bac_spikein_5end_qc： 

This field denotes the change of signal value of the 5  Escherichia coli spike-in. the 

order is bioB < bioC < bioD < cre. For example, HTA 2.0 chip, the order of probe set 

is AFFX-r2-Ec-bioB-5_at < AFFX-r2-Ec-bioC-5_at < AFFX-r2-Ec-bioD-5_at < 

AFFX-r2-Ec-cre-5_at. Because the values are affected by the experimental condition 

and the chip type, there isn’t exact value as quality evaluation.  

 

 bac_spikein_3end_qc： 

This field denotes the change of signal value of the3Escherichia coli spike-in. The 

order is bioB < bioC < bioD < cre. For example, HTA 2.0 chip, the order of probe set 

is AFFX-r2-Ec-bioB-3_at < AFFX-r2-Ec-bioC-3_at < AFFX-r2-Ec-bioD-3_at < 

AFFX-r2-Ec-cre-3_at. Because the values are affected by the experimental condition 

and the chip type, there isn’t exact value as quality evaluation. 
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 polya_spikein_qc： 

This field denotes the change of signal value of the polyadenylated RNAspikes. 

The order is lys < phe < thr < dap.  For example, Gene 2.0 chip, the order of probe 

set is AFFX-Bs-lys_st < AFFX-Bs-phe_st < AFFX-Bs-thr_st < AFFX-Bs-dap_st. 

Because the values are affected by the experimental condition and the chip type, there 

isn’t exact value as quality evaluation. 

 

 polya_spikein_3end_qc： 

This field denotes the change of signal value of the 3   polyadenylated RNA 

spikes. The order is lys < phe < thr < dap. For example, HTA 2.0 chip, the order of 

probe set is AFFX-r2-Bs-lys-3_st < AFFX-r2-Bs-phe-3_st < AFFX-r2-Bs-thr-3_s_st < 

AFFX-r2-Bs-dap-3_st. Because the values are affected by the experimental condition 

and the chip type, there isn’t exact value as quality evaluation. 

 

 polya_spikein_5end_qc： 

This field denotes the change of signal value of the 5  polyadenylated RNA 

spikes. The order is lys < phe < thr < dap. For example, HTA 2.0 chip, the order of 

probe set is AFFX-r2-Bs-lys-5_st < AFFX-r2-Bs-phe-5_st < AFFX-r2-Bs-thr-5_s_st < 

AFFX-r2-Bs-dap-5_st。Because the values are affected by the experimental condition 

and the chip type, there isn’t exact value as quality evaluation. 

 

 cor_heatmap_qc： 

The field denotes the chip’s correlation that is computed by the original intensity 

value of prefect matched (pm) probe in every chip. We let the intensity values of 

the pm probe in chip � ��� � are �� ��� ��， � = 1,2, … , �(n is the total number 

of the pm probe）, then the Pearson correlation between chip � ��� � is 

����(��, ��) =
∑ [�� − ��

� ]∗ [�
� �� − ��

�]

� ∑ (�� − ��
� )��

� � ∑ (�� − ��
�)��

�

 

Where ��
�  and ��

� denote the average values of �� ��� ��. The Spearman correlation 
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between chip � ��� � is 

����(��, ��) =
∑ [����(��) − ����(��)������������]∗ [�

� ����(��) − ����(��)�����������]

� ∑ (����(��) − ����(��)������������)��
� � ∑ (����(��) − ����(��)�����������)��

�

 

Where ����(��) and ����(��) denote the rank of �� ��� �� in the chip � ��� � , 

( )
i

rank X   and ( )
i

rank Y denote the average of ����(��) and ����(��). 

 

 pm_bg_probe_qc： 

pm_mean and bgrd_mean are respectively the mean of the raw intensity for all of 

the PM probes on the array prior to any intensity transformations and the mean of 

the raw intensity for the probes used to calculate background prior to any intensity 

transformations. The value of this field can be used to ascertain whether certain 

chips are unusually dim or bright. 

pm _mean = mean(����) 

bgrd_mean = mean(����) 

  

 pos_vs_neg_auc_qc： 

The ROC curve is generated by evaluating how well the probe set signals separate 

the positive controls from the negative controls with the assumption that the negative 

controls are a measure of false positives and the positive controls are a measure of 

true positives. The closer ROC to 1, the better the separation the positive controls 

from the negative controls. In practice the expected value for this metric is tissue type 

specific and may be sensitive to the quality of the RNA sample. 

 present_percent_qc： 

The description of detection calls：There are two kinds of computing detection 

calls: one is detection above background (DABG) algorithm, another is Mas5 

algorithm. 

For DABG algorithm, it is applied dependently on every probeset of every chip. 

DABG algorithm have two steps, firstly, we compute the detection p-value of every 

probe by detection above background method, and then we obtain the probeset 
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detection p-value by Fisher Combination Test method.   

In detail, the detection p-value of a probe means the probability of a random 

probe signal intensity bigger than or equal to the probe intensity. In detail, we 

prepare the set of background probe that GC-content is equal to the probe that we 

deal with. If the GC-content of the probe is smaller than 3, maybe there is not the 

same GC-content background probe. Then when computing the probe detection 

p-value, we prepare the set of background probe that GC-content is equal to 3. Next 

step, the specific value of the number of the background probes which signal 

intensity bigger than or equal to the probe intensity and the total number of 

background probes is the detection p-value of this probe. Default the number of the 

background probe that intensity bigger than the probe intensity in the set is bigger 

than 1, in case the p-value equal to 0.  

We compute the probeset detection p-value by Fisher Combination Test method. 

The Fisher combination test is intended to combine information from separate tests 

done on independent data sets in order to obtain power when the individual tests may 

not have sufficient power. The idea of the Fisher combination test is that if the k null 

hypotheses are all correct the p-value will be uniformly distributed on [0,1] 

independently of each other. This means that − 2 ∑ log(p�)�  will be χ�  with k 

degrees of freedom. Rejecting this combined null hypothesis leads to the conclusion 

that at least one of the null hypotheses is false. The detection p-value of probeset is 

p(X > − 2 ∑ log(p�)� ), where X obey the χ� distribution the degrees of freedom is k, 

k is the number of probe in the probeset.  For the miRNA chip, when detection 

p-value of probeset is smaller than 0.06, then the probeset is detected. For the whole 

transcript chip, when detection p-value of probeset is smaller than 0.01, then the 

probeset is detected. The mark of present probeset is “P”, the mark of absent probeset 

is “A”. The present percent of chip is: 

#p=the number of present probeset / (the number of present probeset + the 

number of absent probeset). 

 

There are four steps to the Mas5 detection method: 
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1. Remove saturated probe pairs (If MM ≥ 46000,the mismatch cell is 

saturated ) 

2. Calculate the discrimination scores (how different the PM and MM cells 

are.) 

The discrimination score for the ith probe pair is:  

R� =
PM � − MM �

PM � + MM �
 

We use τ (default τ=0.015), a small threshold between 0 and 1 as a small significant 

difference from 0. If the median (R�) >τ, we can reject the hypothesis that PM and 

MM are equally hybridizing to the sample. We can make a detection call based on the 

strength of this rejection (the p-value). 

 

3. Use Wilcoxon’s rank test to calculate a p-value. Then compare the p-value 

to the two significance levels to judge the probeset present or absent. 

Null hypothesis H �:(R� − τ) = 0 versus the alternative hypothesis H�:(R� −

τ) > 0 

One-sided Wilcoxon’s Signed Rank Test: we consider two paired data sets: 

baseline b and experiment e with n probe pairs, b=(b�, … , b�) and e = (e�, … , e�) 

and calculate d� = e� − b�  for every probe pair. We first calculate the absolute 

differences |d�| for all pairs of data. We exclude the probe pairs whose d� = 0. If all 

differences are zero, we output 0.5 as the one-side p-value. Next, the signed rank s� 

of probe is r� add the sign ofd�, where r� is the rank of |d�|. Then we compute the  

S = � s�，s� > 0

�

 

When the number of probe pairs n is small (n < 12), we can simply enumerate all 

the possible outcomes and compute the p-value directly. In this case, we apply signs 

to ranks r� in every possible way, calculate the sum of positive ranks and denote this 

sun by S�(j= 1, … , 2�). So p-value is:    

               p(S) = 2� � ∑ u�S� > �� + 0.5u�S� = S���

���  
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if S� > � , u�S� > �� = 1; if S� ≤ S, u�S� > �� = 0; if S� = S, u�S� = S� = 1; if 

S� ≠ S, u�S� = S� = 0. 

    When the number of probe pairs n is large (in our implementation, 12n  ). The 

statistic S� is considered to have a standard normal distribution with mean 0 and 

variance 1, where 

S’=
S −

�(�� �)

�

� n(n + 1) ∗
��� �

��
− vt

 

where vt is a term modifying the variance for ties. The formula for vt is: 

vt = �
b��b�

� − 1�

48

�

���

, k = 1,2, … , t 

where t is the number of tie groups, b� is the number of ties in the tie group k. The 

one-side p-value is  

p(S) = 1 − Φ(S�) 

where Φ is the standard normal cumulative distribution function. 

The last step, we set two significance levels α� and α�, such that 0 < �� <

α� < 0.5 , default α� = 0.04，  α� = 0.06 (16-20 probe pairs). When 
1

p   

Present (detected); When 
1 2
p    Marginal; When 

2
p   Absent 

(undetected). 
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Appendix 

The classification method of probeset’s Biotype in Affymetrix 

Whole Transcript (WT) GeneChip 

The classification of Biotype in annotation is mainly based on the Mrna (Transcript) 

intercomparison results (*.transcript.csv) provided by Affymetrix. The process of 

classification have three steps. The detail classification method is marked in the field 

Annotation Method. In first part, the probesets are included whose Biotype can be 

clearly determined by the description of transcript. In second part, the probesets are 

included whose Biotype cannot be got directly by the description of transcript. In third 

part, the probesets are included whose Biotype is mixed type (the probe of probeset 

can align to both coding transcript and noncoding transcript) by the description of 

transcript. 

For the different chip (e.g Gene2.0, HTA2.0, MTA1.0), the classification method 

of Biotype is generally the same, the detail steps are below:  

Firstly, if all Accession Number and Gene Symbol are null (“---”) or 

mrna_assignment is null (“---”), then the Biotype of this probeset is unknown, and 

Annotation Method is “method1”, the Gene Symbol，Accession Number，Gene 

Description，Database Source of this probeset is null. This type probesets aren’t 

included in following context. 

Define two type key field: “noncoding field”is 

"linc-.* chr.*|class=mRNAlike 

lncRNA|class=lincRNA|class=lncRNA|class=Non-protein coding 

transcript|class=snoRNA|class=H_ACA_box_snoRNA|class=snRNA|ref=NONCODE 

v2\\.0| 

gene_biotype:pseudogene|transcript_biotype:polymorphic_pseudogene|transcript_biot

ype:non_stop_decay|, telomerase RNA\\.|, vault RNA\\.|, RNase MRP RNA\\.|, with 

apparent retained 
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intron\\.|transcript_biotype:retained_intron|transcript_biotype:processed_transcript|tra

nscript_biotype:3prime_overlapping_ncrna|transcript_biotype:sense_overlapping|tran

script_biotype:sense_intronic|transcript_biotype:misc_RNA|, 

misc_RNA\\.|transcript_biotype:miRNA| 

transcript_biotype:rRNA|transcript_biotype:non_coding|transcript_biotype:antisense|t

ranscript_biotype:nonsense_mediated_decay|transcript_biotype:ambiguous_orf|transc

ript_biotype:snRNA|transcript_biotype:snoRNA|transcript_biotype:lincRNA|, 

microRNA\\.|, non-coding RNA\\.|, small nuclear RNA\\.|, small nucleolar RNA\\.|, 

antisense RNA\\.|, small cytoplasmic RNA\\.|, guide RNA\\."，where | denotes “or”,the 

same below. 

“coding filed”is 

“transcript_biotype:protein_coding|NM_.*, mRNA. |BC.* // GenBank //.*, complete 

cds.” 

If in mRNA description of probeset, “noncoding field” is concluded and “coding field” 

isn’t concluded, we define the Biotype of this type probeset is noncoding.  If in 

mRNA description of probeset, “coding field” is concluded and “noncoding field” 

isn’t concluded, we define the Biotype of this type probeset is coding. Above two type 

probesets is called the first part of probesets. The second part of the probesets, whose 

mRNA description does not include two key fields, is defined as underspecification. 

The third part of probesets, whose mRNA description include both of key fields, is 

defined as mixture. 

There are three step above generating probesets’ annotation that concluding Gene 

Symbol，Accession Number，Gene Description，Biotype，Database Source，

Annotation Method  

First part probesets that have clear Biotype descripted in 

mrna_assignment. 

Step one：Obtain Accession Number，Gene Description，Database Source. In 

detail, we firstly find the “position one” that is which part of mrna_assignment 

“ coding field”  or  “noncoding field” located in. Then we obtain Accession 
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Number ， Gene Description and Database Source by “position one ” in 

mrna_assignment 

Step Two：Obtain Gene Symbol，Annotation Method. In detail, we find the 

“position two” that is which part of gene_assignment Accession Number that found 

by step one located in. If we find the “position two”, we can obtain Gene Symbol by 

“position two”. In this case, Annotation Method of probeset is called “method1”.  

If we can’t find the “position two” and all Gene Symbol of this probeset is null, 

then Gene Symbol is null and Annotation Method is “method2”; If we can’t find the 

“position two” and original Gene Symbol of this probeset isn’t null, then Gene 

Symbol be assigned to null and Annotation Method is “method3 ”. 

   In summary, First, Obtain Biotype by the description of probeset annotation; 

second, we obtain “position one” by the position of description located in 

mrna_assignment and obtain Accession Number，Gene Description，Biotype，

Database Source by  “position one”.  Last, we obtain “position two” by Accession 

Number that is got in above step and gene_assignment further we obtain Gene 

Symbol. The steps after found “position one” can be applied in below, so we only 

descript how to find “position one” in second part and third part. 

 

Second Part：the probesets that are named underspecification. 

    If there is only UCSC Genes in original database source, the Biotype of this type 

probesets is defined to unknown. If there is only lncRNA Db in original database 

source, the Biotype of this type probesets is defined to noncoding. Then we can obtain 

“position one” by database source and mrna_assignment, in this case the Annotation 

Method is “method4”. 

If the description of mrna_assignment is the format of “OTTHUMT.* // Havana 

transcript // cdna: all chromosome: Gene: OTTHUMG.*”, then the Biotype of the 

probeset can be got through the association of Havana database. We can obtain 

“position one” by the field of “OTTHUMT.* // Havana transcript // cdna: all 

chromosome: Gene: OTTHUMG.*” and mrna_assignment, in this case the 

Annotation Method is “method5”. 
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If the field of  

transcript_biotype:TR_V_gene|transcript_biotype:TR_J_gene|transcript_biotype:TR_

C_gene|transcript_biotype:IG_J_gene|transcript_biotype:IG_D_gene|transcript_biotyp

e:IG_J_gene|transcript_biotype:IG_C_gene is included in Gene Description. Then the 

Biotype of this probeset is coding, then we can find the “position one” by the position 

of description field in the mrna_assignment. In this case, Annotation Method is 

“method6”. For the rest of the probeset, if the field of [retired] is included in the gene 

Description, the Biotype of this probeset is unknown and the “position one” is 1. In 

this case, the Annotation Method is “method6”. For the other probeset that can’t be 

determined, we obtain the Biotype by artificial searching the database. 

Third Part：the probesets that are named mixture.  

We firstly try to determine the Biotype and “position one” by the RefSeq database. In 

this case, the Annotation Method  is “method7”. If the Biotype can’t be determined, 

we secondly try to determine the Biotype and “position one” of the rest probeset by 

the ENSEMBL database, In this case, the Annotation Method is “method8”. For the 

rest probeset that can’t be determined, we obtain the Biotype by artificial searching 

the database. 

Remark1: For the field of gene_description, we refer to the following content, 

ftp://ftp.sanger.ac.uk/pub/gencode/_README_stats.txt 

and Gene/Transcript Biotypes in GENCODE &Ensemble。 

Some format description： 

lincRNA: Long, intervening noncoding (linc) RNAs, which can be found in 

evolutionarily conserved, intergenic regions. 

3prime_overlapping_ncrna: Transcripts where ditag and/or published experimental 

data strongly supports the existence of short non-coding transcripts transcribed from 

the 3’URT.  
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